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Thunderhead Brewing Co.-Thunderpunch
Project Description:
Thunderhead Brewing Co. is a craft brewery in Nebraska. This summer,
they released their signature drink- thunderpunch- in a canned seltzer
version. The drink is grape based, with lime. I used bold colors and clean
lines to give the can a unique and eye-catching look.

Typefaces Used:

Altivo Thunderpunch and Drink Description
Arial

Required information on can- gov. warning

Thunderhead Brewing Co.-Headlight
Project Description:
Thunderhead released the Headlight lager in 2020, and wanted to go
in a different design direction with the label than they had in the past
with their beer cans. They wanted a different illustrative style that made
it stand out as a more widely marketable easy drinking beer. The brewer
gave me a couple of ideas for what he was looking for, but for the most
part gave me free reign with the design. I kept the color scheme simple,
but again, went with bold colors and an eye-catching design that still felt
like it fit with the seltzer design for the Thunderpunch.

Typefaces Used:

Verdana Beer name and all bold yellow lettering
Arial

Required information on can- gov. warning

Thunderhead Brewing Co.-Barrel Aged
Project Description:
Thunderhead did a series of three barrel aged beers in waxed topped
bottles. They wanted the labels to be simple and elegant, focusing on
text as design. I used an ornate font, and added some embellishments to
the first letters of the beer names to give them some more interesting
elements.

Typefaces Used:

Amador Beer Name and Brewery Name
Arial Required information on label- gov. warning

City of Klamath Falls, OR-Coloring Pages
Project Description:
When the initial lockdowns happened for Covid-19, I was contacted by
the Klamath Falls Downtown association to create a set of coloring
pages based on historical buildings in the town. They thought it would be
a fun way to entertain people while we were all stuck at home.

Art by Abigail Schaben

Art by Abigail Schaben

Art by Abigail Schaben

Museum of Ordinary Things
Project Description:
The point of this project was to create a set of posters as an ad for the
“Museum of Ordinary Things” a fictional museum in New York that features
exhibits centered around everyday objects. The idea behind this poster set
was to take these everyday items and turn them into something exciting.
Dinosaurs and museums fit hand in hand, and I thought that it would be
fun to incorporate the two and make something fun that would catch a
person’s eye and make them look a little closer. For my typefaces, I chose
something more decorative and fun for the headings, and something more
professional and cleanfor the information at the bottom.

Typefaces Used:

Blenny Black Headings and Logo
Copperplate Subheadings and other info
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Visit Oregon- Travel Posters
Project Description:
The guidelines of this project were to create a travel poster reminiscent
of vintage travel posters for specific tourist destinations. I decided to
do a series focusing on locations in the Pacific North West- specifically
focused around the area where I live (Southern Oregon). I tried to keep
the color pallates of the posters simple, and I used cool colors, similar
brushstrokes and similar style to tie them together and make them feel
like a set.

Typefaces Used:

Neue Kabel Location name and description
Lemongrass Script “Visit”

How to Build a Fire
Project Description:
The goal of this project was to create an infographic that would explain
how to do a task in a clear and easy to follow way. I decided to outline
the process of building a campfire. I broke the process down into supplies
needed and easy to follow steps, and I tried to create an image that fit
the mood of a starry night and campfire scene. I also made sure to
include safety tips to avoid an accidental forest fire. I chose to use
copperplate because it looks clean and professional, which made sense
for an infographic that might be put out by someone like the national
parks service- copperplate is also easy to read in small sizes, so I felt like
it worked well here.

Typefaces Used:

Copperplate Bold Headings
Copperplate regular Body and descriptions

Early Bird Magazine
Project Description:
The goal of this project was to create a magazine- including cover as well
as multiple article spreads. I decided to go with the idea of a breakfast
and brunch centered magazine, focused towards mostly older adults
who tend to be more morning people and focus on breakfast as their
favorite meal of the day. I included a couple of articles focusing on things
like breakfast drinks and places to have brunch in a specific city.

Typefaces Used:

Cheap Pine regular Headings
Cheap Pine Sans Sub-Headings
Bodoni 72 Smallcaps Descriptions
Avenir Body

Travel Oregon- Typographic Events
Project Description:
The goal of this project was to create a set of typographic event posters.
I decided to again go with Oregon, focusing on events taking place
around the state. I also included various features of the state (mountains,
forests, ocean) and used those as the backdrop for the posters.

Typefaces Used:

Cheap Pine “Travel Oregon”
Avenir Next Events

Lantern Coffee Co.
Project Description:
This project was a student-led design project. I decided to create the
branding for an organic and environmentally conscious coffee company
called Lantern Coffee Co. The company is geared towards young adults
to middle aged adults- anyone who enjoys drinking coffee and prefers
quality coffee.

Typefaces Used:

Milk Script Logo and Headings
Brandon Grotesque Subheadings and Body

Blooming Bouquet
Project Description:
The goal of this project was to create a vehicle wrap for a fictional
company. I chose to make a wrap for a flower company that operated
out of a VW van. I wanted to keep the design light and flowing and as
reminiscent of spring and flowers as possible.

Typefaces Used:

Hummingbird Bold Logo

Baskerville Subheading of logo and other info

Don’t Be Trashy- Ocean Conservancy
Project Description:
This project was a self-led project tackling an issue of our choice. I chose
ocean conservation, and wanted this project to be a campaign that aimed
to shed light on the amount of trash in the ocean, and the seriousness of
the situation. My strategy was to put the trash in a familiar environmentyour own home- to try and get the point across that we’re destroying
creatures’ homes. I also thought this might be an interesting and
approachable way to shed light on the subject, as it’s still easy enough to
look at, and something people would be willing to put on merchandise as
a way to start the conversation.

Typefaces Used:

Arial Black All Text

Moby Dick - Typography Book
Project Description:
The goal behind this project was to tell a story through the use of
typography. I used a simple sans serif font for the bulk of the text, and
a serif font for places that needed emphasis, such as quotes. I tried my
best to use the text and color scheme to convey movement and mood,
and to tell the story creating imagery without actual pictures.

Typefaces Used:

Avenir bulk of story text, quotes
Didot story text

Artist Match - Tattoo App
Project Description:
For this project, we had to create an app. I decided to create an app
geared towards tattoos. The idea behind ArtistMatch was to create a
social space for all things tattoos- people who have tattoos, people who
are looking to get tattoos, and people who just enjoy the art of tattoos.
The design of the app was based on traditional tattoo styles, using thick
lines and bold color to make an eye catching logo and interesting
interface. I’ve included user profiles that I had in mind when creating
the app, as well as examples of the interface.

Typefaces Used:

SabbathBlack logo and headings
Avenir text throughout app
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App Structure:

User Personas:

HOME PAGE

The Budget Enthusiast

MENU
SOCIAL

SEARCH

Age: 29
Sex: Male
Occupation: Bartender

Traits:

Challenges:

-Hard-Working
-Optimistic
-Creative
-Good at budgeting
-Thinks everything through before
making a decision
-Not afraid to take risks
-Friendly
-Good with people

-Tight budget
-Busy schedule
-Multiple commitments
-Limited options for tattoo
artists
-Working towards a difficult
goal
-Band often disagrees

Typical Day:

Motivations:

Wakes up sometime in the afternoon, and
generally practices playing songs on his
guitar for about an hour. Goes for a run,
before getting ready for his evening shift at
the bar. Goes to work, gets off late and goes
directly to a show at the dive bar down the
street. Often doesn’t make it home until well
after one in the morning, and usually lays in
bed and scrolls through his phone until he
falls asleep.

-Wants to make it big as a musician
-Wants to create the best image
that he can
-Always trying to make the best
impression
-Trying to express himself without
breaking the bank
-Trying to find a balance between
quality and cost

What He’s Looking for in
App:

Description:

ARTISTS

Hard-working. Works at a bar downtown,
doesn’t make a ton of money. Dropped out
of college to focus on music, works at the bar
to make ends meet. Plays at small venues
around town with his band on the weekends.
Always struggles to find a decent tattoo artist
on a budget, but loves tattoos.

Price

Location
Style

Ratings

Leonard Lowes
“I’m a huge fan of tattoos, but my paycheck doesn’t often agree”.

The Old Pro

Age: 32
Sex: Female
Occupation: Photographer
Description:
Successful freelance photographer,
specializing in portraits. Very experienced in
the world of tattoos, always on the lookout
for a good artist. She has a very specific style,
and it is important to her that any new artist
is comfortable with her desired style.

Logos:

Typical Day:

Jenna Matthews
“My tattoos define me. My body art is a representation of who I am
and what I’ve been through.

Artist Match

AM

The Old Dog

Wakes up around 7, gets ready for the day,
checks her email. Makes herself breakfast,
generally a smoothie or oatmeal, makes a
plan for the day while she eats breakfast. If
she has clients for the day, she checks in with
them to confirm appointments, before
catching up on any other work she has for the
day. She generally ends the day watching
netflix with her cat and her boyfriend, before
turning in at a reasonable hour.

Age: 55
Sex: Male
Occupation: Retired
Description:
Retired, uses his free time to travel and enjoy
the outdoors. Used to be in the military,
recently divorced, is trying to take more
advantage of life and all that it has to offer.
He has one tattoo, but it was a bad
experience when he was younger,
(inexperienced and irresponsible artist), and
he’s been reluctant, but is recently warming
up to the idea of tattoos again.

Typical Day:

Intro Screen Logo
(More Detail)

Normal Logo

(Used Throughout App)

Michael Jameson
“It’s never to late to enjoy your life”

Wakes up around 6 every day, takes his dog
for a walk, calls his daughter and talks to his
grand kids. Walks down the street to the local
coffee shop to have his morning coffee with
his friends. Goes for a hike or a bike ride
along the water, (he lives near the ocean).
Tries to do something new everyday, even if
it’s small. For dinner he either invites friends
over for dinner that he cooks, or he goes out
to a restaurant alone and spends the night
chatting with other locals.

Traits:
-Responsible
-Detail-Oriented
-Hard-Working
-Successful
-Knows what she wants
-Opinionated
-Understanding
-Intelligent
-Willing to go the extra mile if the
outcome is worth it.

Motivations:
-Works hard so that she can
enjoy a higher quality of life
-Always looking for new ways to
express herself
-Always looking to form new
relationships with like-minded
individuals

-Search options that can be
adjusted to fit his budget
-input from other users about
lesser known local artists
-Quick and easy searching in
his limited free-time

Challenges:
-Busy work schedule
-Not a lot of time for herself
-Not a lot of time to spend on
hobbies or things besides work
-Occasionally experiences
judgement from people who
dislike tattoos
-Is often stereotyped for her
body art.

What She’s Looking for
in App:
-Easily accessible portfolios
-Search by style
-She’s looking to make
researching new artists into a
quicker and more streamlined
activity
-Looking to chat with people
who have the same opinions
on tattoos

Traits:

Challenges:

-Laid Back
-Friendly
-Very Social
-Family Man
-Happily Single
-Athletic
-Adventure-Seeking
-Enjoys Excitement
-Warming up to the idea of tattoos

-Breaking out of old routines
and habits
-Trying to be more
open-minded

Motivations:
-Trying to live life to the fullest
-Feels like he wasted some years
focusing on the wrong things.
-Looking for new experiences
-Doesn’t want to be held back by fear

What He’s Looking for in
App:
-He wants to know his options
-He wants to have a supportive
community to help him in his
decisions
-He wants to be able to find
the perfect artist and therefore
the perfect experience
-Wants to be able to voice his
concerns and be heard

6.

5.

1. Intro Page
This page appears when the app starts,
it features a more detailed version of
the logo, and prompts the user to press
anywhere on the screen to enter the app.
2. Create an Account
This page appears after moving on from
the intro page, and gives the user the
option to either create an account or
move to the sign in page.
3. Sign In
Users sign in here, and once they press
“sign in” they move on to the home page.

1.

4.

3.

2.

4. Home Page
This is the main page of the app, it features
an always-updating grid of photos
posted by friends and connections in
the app. Clicking on a photo gives more
information on it. The home page also
features a menu button in the top right (5)
and a profile button in the top left (6).
5. Menu Button
This button leads to the menu page (5a)
and the menu features tabs that help
navigate through the app. It also
includes the search option (5b). This
search page offers search filters such as
price, location, style, average client age,
and atmosphere to help users find the
perfect tattoo artist or shop.

5c.
I.

II.

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

5a.

5b.

5c.

IV.

V.

III.

6. Profile Button
This button leads to the user’s profile
page (5c) this is the base for pretty much
everything the user posts and interacts
with on the site on a regular basis. This
page has links to the user’s “About Me”
Page (I), the pictures that they post (II),
their “Connections” (III) (which are
essentially friends that they interact with
on the app), their “Faves” (IV) which are
posts that they have saved as favorites,
and their liked artists (V). When other
users profiles are visited, they look similar.

7. Social Page
This page is the main page for the social
section of the app. There are links to the
Message Boards (7a), the Suggestion
Box (7b), and “Rate My Tattoo” (7c).

7.

7a.

8.

7b.

7a.

7a. Message Boards
These function as any other message
boards- people post topics and the
community can discuss them in a forum
space.

7c.

7c.

9.

5a.

7.

7b. Suggestion Box
The Suggestion box feature is where
people can go for advice on their
prospective tattoos. For example, a
person can make a post with images
similar to what they’re looking for, as well
as the price range they are looking to
spend in, and others can suggest artists
that specialize in that type of tattoo, or
they can suggest changes that might
make the tattoo more successful.

9.
7b.

7b.

7c. Rate My Tattoo
This is a simple feature that doesn’t
require too much interaction- people
post images of their tattoos and include
info such as artist and location, and
people rate them. This contributes to an
artist’s rating on the app.
8. Artists Page
This page is the section entirely devoted to artists. It features links to the local
artists page (8a) that uses your location
to bring up artists near you, the style
page (8b), where you can browse artists
depending on their style, and the artist
search function (8c). It also shows the
day’s featured artists, and if you click on an
artist, it brings you to their profile (8d).

8a.
I.

8b.
I.

8c.

II.
III.
8d.

8.

8a.

8b.

8c.

8d.
II.

III.

8d. Artist Profile
This page is similar to a normal user’s
profile at first glance, but it features links to
the artist’s bio (I), portfolio (II), as well as a
message function (III), where you can contact
the artist directly to ask questions or set up an
appointment.

Abigail Schaben
abigailschaben@gmail.com
abigailschabendesign.com
308.240.1487

